
红色 Red 蓝色 Blue

The index finger
points to the lips
and moves
downward.

Make a "B" hand shape
and shake in the space off
the right shoulder.

高兴 Happy 拥抱 Hug

The flat hand pats
the chest
repeatedly with an
upward-stroking
movement.

Cross your arms over your
chest and hug them in

close.

学校 School 老师 Teacher

Clap the hands
twice, with the
right hand on top
of the left.

Making two flat "0" hands
then flattening the "0" out.
Move these outward from
the  temples.Then
changing to "B" hands and
moving straight down the
sides.

鞋 Shoes 袜子 Socks

The thumb sides
of the fists tap
together.

The index fingers point
downward and alternately
slide against each other.

火车 Train 飞机 Airplane

Both hands are
held in the "U"
handshape, and
the fingers of one
hand move back
and forth on the
other.

The "I Love You " shape
moves up and away from
the body.



花 Flower 草 Grass

The fingers and
thumb held
together and
moves from one
side of the nose to
the other.

The hand moves palm up
under the chin and brushes
the underside of the chin
twice.

树 Tree 朋友 Friend
The elbow of the
action hand rests
on the opposite
open palm ,the
hand pivots back
and forth at the
wrist.

The index fingers lock
together,then change
positions and lock the
opposite way.

大 Big 小 Small

The sideways-held
hands move away
from each other,
showing the larger
size of something.

The sideways-held hands
move toward and away
from each other.

关 Close  开 Open

The "B" hands
come together,

facing out.

The outward-facing "B"
hands start in the closed
position, then open.

上 Up 下 Down

The index finger
of the action hand
points straight up.

Use the natural
gesture:Index finger
points down.


